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Specialist insurance broking management software
Designed by insurance brokers, built by software engineers
  Request a demo Quick demo
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Meet our intuitive platform
The breadth of our offering is what makes us different. BrokerQuote is more than a software system – it’s a new way of working.



One Dashboard View
Faster access to the most important information with sleek UI and visualization
Learn more 

Insurer billing and reports
Real-time insight into how much you owe your insurers and how much they owe you.
Learn more 

Business Intelligence
Our configurable reports and dashboards let you make the most of it by providing an analytical view
Learn more 

Artificial Intelligence
AI is no longer the future, it is very much the present and as you’d expect, BrokerQuote is at the forefront.
Learn more 
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Fully CustomizedBrokerQuote is tailored for your needs
BrokerQuote software enables brokers to automate client services, broking process, claim submission, and improve financial compliance.
View more
Commission Tracking
Automated payment schedules, entry of received and missed payments


Email/SMS/Whatsapp Marketing
Shoot emails, SMS or Whatsapp in bulk to leads/ clients and stay at the top of sales



API First Platform
Ready-made APIs available to integrate with third parties


Payment Gateway Integration
Out of the box payment gateway integration to generate payment links







The tools you get with BrokerQuote
We add new tools and features regularly.


Content Research Traffic Rank App Monitoring Tasks
Content Explorer
Put any keyword into this tool to see which content has performed best in terms of social buzz, number of backlinks and organic search traffic.
Find all articles that mentioned your target keyword and use the "Highlight unlinked domains" feature to see which of these websites have never linked to you.
Content Explorer Tool
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Traffic Rank
We track your desktop and mobile keyword rankings from any location and plot your full ranking history on a handy graph.
You can set up automated ranking reports to be sent to your email address, so you’ll never forget to check your ranking progress.
Traffic Rank Tool
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App Monitoring
Get an email notification whenever you or your competitors win or lose a backlink. This is a great way to track their PR and linkbuilding activities and your own, almost in real time.
Set up alerts for any keywords related to your brand, business, product or service. Whenever someone mentions one of these keywords on their website, you get an email notification with a link to that page.
App Monitoring
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Tasks
Get an email notification whenever you or your competitors win or lose a backlink. This is a great way to track their PR and linkbuilding activities and your own, almost in real time.
Set up alerts for any keywords related to your brand, business, product or service. Whenever someone mentions one of these keywords on their website, you get an email notification with a link to that page.
Other reports in Site Explorer tool
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Recommended by leading experts in broker industry
Our products are loved by users worldwide
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"We use Rocket mainly for its site explorer, and it’s immensely improved how we find link targets. We use it both for getting quick analysis of a site, as well as utilizing its extensive index when we want to dive deep."
- James Curran General Manager Spotify
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"We use Rocket mainly for its site explorer, and it’s immensely improved how we find link targets. We use it both for getting quick analysis of a site, as well as utilizing its extensive index when we want to dive deep."
- Richard Thomas Front-end developer Oracle
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"We use Rocket mainly for its site explorer, and it’s immensely improved how we find link targets. We use it both for getting quick analysis of a site, as well as utilizing its extensive index when we want to dive deep."
- Jose Evans Chief Engineer Apple
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"We use Rocket mainly for its site explorer, and it’s immensely improved how we find link targets. We use it both for getting quick analysis of a site, as well as utilizing its extensive index when we want to dive deep."
- Richard Thomas Designer Google



 See all stories


Faster growth starts with BrokerQuote
Join over 300,000+ users
     
 Request Demo




Our 30-days trial gives you full access to all tools and features of your chosen plan.


 Free 30 days for free, then $99/mo Suits freelance marketers and solopreneurs. Get full access to Ahrefs' core tools and features with enough data to do SEO for your personal projects.

 Premium 200$/mo Perfect for SEO consultants and in-house marketers. Get everything in Lite with more features and increased data limits to research a large number of websites.



ContinueYou can upgrade, downgrade, or cancel your subscription anytime.
No contracts, no hidden charges.
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BrokerQuote software enables brokers to automate client services, broking process, claim submission, and improve financial compliance.
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Subscribe
The latest BrokerQuote news, articles, and resources, sent straight to your inbox every month.

Subscribe


We’ll never share your details. See our Privacy Policy
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